What is Advanced First Aid Sydney Training?

Edway Training is proud to be one of the few RTOs accredited to offer Advanced First Aid Sydney Training. Our Advanced First Aid Sydney course combines higher levels of both First Aid and CPR. It has been specifically designed to fill the gap in between basic first aid and CPR certificates, and the training taken by to professional healthcare practitioners.

Advanced First Aid Sydney extends the skills and practices gained during HLTAID001, HLTAID002 and HLTAID003 training. And examines more complex first aid procedures – for the exact list of procedures and equipment covered within this course, click here.

Edway’s Advanced First Aid Sydney training is targeted at all adults who feel they need to be prepared to be able to handle first responder situations, and to be able to manage emergencies where one or more individuals require more complex first aid treatment.

Our Advanced First Aid Sydney course is especially popular amongst those who are,
- aiming to work as an Advanced First Aider in what SafeWork NSW defines as a High Risk Industry
- interested in increasing their first aid skills with a view to qualifying for entry-level medical courses
- seeking employment in specific law enforcement, lifesaving or defence careers.
- entering one of specific areas of the health care and education industries
- members of families that have one or more individuals with specific first aid requirements or illnesses
- are general members of the public who would like to be prepared for the role of a ‘first responder’ in an emergency situation.

Edway’s Advanced First Aid Sydney Training focuses on,
- applying more complex procedures
- using life-saving equipment
- applying complicated first aid skills in a crisis,
- managing others when an incident or accident has occurred
- managing first responder emergency situations until higher trained medical services can attend.

www.edway.edu.au
Like the majority of Edway’s courses, instruction for our Advanced First Aid Sydney Training is given in three separate formats,

1. Face to face instruction reinforced by written work
2. Face to face and practical demonstrations
3. Online revision/testing.

We find this is the most effective way to for participants to absorb the techniques they will require to be fully capable of practising Advanced First Aid away from the training room.

Due to the variety of skills participants attending our Advanced First Aid training have, Edway Training’s professional instructors have been chosen specifically for their background knowledge of Advanced First Aid Sydney practises, high level of communication skills and friendly, patient manner.

To enroll, or find out any other information concerning our One Day Advanced First Aid Sydney course - contact our Nationally Recognised Training Organisation - Edway Training.

Call us nationally on our 1300 663 350 hotline, Email info@edway.edu.au, or simply fill out the form on our Contact Page